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Abstract— Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM) are very popular in many industrial
applicationssuchasinmechatronics, automotive, energy storage flywheels, centrifugal compressors, vacuum
pumps, and robotics. This paper proposes Sensorless control for a PMSM speed drive which is based on
aclosedloopcontrol system using a proportional and integral (PI) controller that is designed to operate in flux
weakening regions under a constant torque angle.ThisSensorlesselementwasadopted for best estimating the
PMSM rotor position based on its performance characteristicseliminatingthe need for speed sensorswhich are
usually required insuchcontrol applications. To achieve this goal, apulse width modulation (PWM) control
scheme
was
developed
to
work
in
conjuction
with
a
field
oriented
motor
controldriveusingSimulink.Thisinnovative control system was simulated assuming realistic circuit components
to maximize the accuracy of the proposed model.Finally, simulation results obtained under different operation
conditions at below and above the rated speed of the motorwere presented and discussed in this paper.
Index Terms——Permanent Magnet, Synchronous machine, Control, Sensorless, Simulink and
Field Oriented.

I INTRODUCTION
The vector control of ac machines was introduced in the late
1960s by Blaschke, Hasse, and Leonhard in Germany. Following their pioneering work, this technique, allowing for
the quick torque response of ac machines similar to that of
dc machines, has achieved a high degree of maturity and
become popular in a broad variety of applications.For many
years, PMSM have been the subject of intense studies and
various speed control schemes have been proposed in the
literature. For instance, C. Bowen et al. [1] have addressed
the modeling and simulation of PMSMsupplied from a six
step continuous inverter based on state space method. Furthermore, C. Mademlis et al. [2]presented an efficiency optimization method for vector-controlled interior drive, and a
modular control approach was applied by X. Jian-Xin et al
[3].In motor drive applications, a shaft encoder or a hall sensor is typically used to measurethe rotor position [4-8]. Due
to the flux-weakening technology, the operating speed range
can be extended by applying negative magnetizing current
component to weaken the air-gap flux [9, 10]. This has led to
a new design concept of permanent magnet (PM) machine
for flux-weakening operation proposed by L. Xu et al. [11].
For their part, Tapia et al. have explored a magnetic structure
termed the consequent-pole(CPPM) machine which had
inherent field weakening capability [12]. Soong and Miller
proved that maximum torque field-weakening control can be
achieved through optimal high-saliency interior PM motor
design [13] and a two control techniques to enhance the performance of PM drives over an extended speed range were

presented by Macminn and Jahns [14]. However, the techniques of maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) operation at
a break-point speed was first investigated by Sebastian and
Slemon [15]anda current-regulated flux-weakening method
for reduced air-gap flux was introduced by Dhaoudi and
Mohan [16]. Although current vector controlandfeedforward decoupling compensation appeared in work done by
Morimoto et al[17,18], it was not until Sudhoff et al [19]
who set forth a flux-weakening control scheme that is relatively simple and does not require prior knowledge of the
machine and inverter parameters. Along these lines, Sozer
and Torrey [20] presented an adaptive control over the entire
speed range ofPM motor. Several flux-weakening control
methods based on voltage regulation were proposed by Y. S.
Kim et al [21], J. M., Kim et al [22], and J. H. Song et al 23]
in which the voltage error signalis generated between the
maximum output voltage and the voltage command. In vector control of PM motors, the output of the voltage regulator
is used to determine the required demagnetizing curren
needed to prevent saturation. However, the added controller
could only operate properly under well-tuned conditionswhich are not easily reached [24] and the d-q axis currents cannot beindependently controlled due to the crosscoupling effects which become dominant at high speeds. As
a result, the dynamic performance of PM motors are degradedwithoutthe presence of a decoupling control scheme
and effective control offast dynamic response requires accurate rotor position[21-27]. Adaptive control methods seem to
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be the most promising modern control strategy [28], [29]
and a model reference adaptive control (MRAC)
schemecharacterized by reducedcomputation was proposed
by Cerruto et al [28]. This model was further refined by Baik
et al [30] byestimating the values of slowly varying parameters using Lyapunov stability criteria. The use of sensors to
measure motor speed can result in increased cost and reduced control robustness and/or reliability. The first breakthrough in senseloss control theory was reported by A. Rostami, and B. Asaei [31] who developed a method for estimating the rotor positionas well as other proposed mothods
[32-35]. However, many challengesremain in the design of
sensorlesscontrolto operate over a wide speed range of PM
motors. Improved position-sensorless control schemes were
developed in the last decade [36-40], especially in the concept area of direct drive which achieved higherdynamic response, increased efficiency, and low acoustic noise.In modern applications, the PMSM machine is designed to operate
in constanttorqueand power modesat below and above the
rated speed which can significantly reduce the cost and size
of the overall drive system. The constant-torque operationcaneasilybe achieved by conventional vector control but
the motor will not be able to operate in constant-torque
mode at above the rated speed. However, this problem was
alleviated by the introduction of flux-weakening techniques
which extended the operating speed range by applying negative magnetizing current component to weaken the air-gap
flux [41], [42].
In this paper, a Sensorlessvectorcontrol of PMSM drivesusing flux weakening techniquesis presented. A PI controller
operating under constant-torque angle is implemented using
a novel PWM controlscheme for field oriented motor controldrive. This controller was tested using Simulink and different operation conditions under variable speed were presented and discussed in this paper. This Sensorless drive
system is also usefullin Electric Vehicle (EV) applications.

II PMSM DYNAMIC MODELING
The PMSM drive system with and without speed sensoris
described in this section. Itincludes different components
such as permanent magnet motors, position sensors, inverter,
and current controller with sensor and speed estimation unit
for Sensorlesscontrol. Both components are presented in
Fig.1and Fig.2 respectively.
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Fig.1-Drive System Schematic with position sensor
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Fig.2-Drive System Schematic without position sensor

The PMSM equivalent circuit used to derive the dynamic
equations in the d-q axisis presented in Fig.3.

Fig.3- PMSM Equivalent Circuit

The stator windingsareassumed to have equal turns per
phase in the d-q axis. The rotor flux is also assumed to be
concentrated along the d-axis while there is zero flux along
the q-axis. In addition, it is assumed that the machine core
losses are negligible. Variations in rotor temperature can
alter the magnet fluxbut its variation with respect to time is
considered to be negligible.

III PMSMSTATOR FLUX – LINKAGE
The equations for the stator flux-linkage along the d-q axis
are given by:
vq = Rq iq + ρ (q) + r d (1)
vd = Rd id + ρ (d)– r q

(2)

Where: ρ: is the d/dtdifferential factor;Rq, Rd are the winding resistancesand refered as Rs when equal.
The q-d axis stator flux linkagesreflected to the rotor reference frames can be written as:
q = Ls iq + Laf iq
(3)
d = Ls id + Laf id

(4)

Theoritcally, the self – inductances of the stator q-d axis are
equal to Ls only when the rotor magnets are at 180electrical
degrees apart but this is hardly the case in practice. When
the stator winding is aligned with the rotor, theinductance
Ld(d-axis) is the lowest while the winding facing the interpolar path results in higher inductanceLq(q–axis [43]. The excitiation of the permanent magnetis modeled as a constant
current sourceifralong the d-axis.Since there is no flux along
the q-axis, the rotor currentis assumed to be zero.Therefore,
the flux linkages can be written as:
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vq = Rsiq + ρ ( q ) + rd
vd = Rs id + ρ ( d ) – r q
q = Lqiq
d = Ld id + Lmifr = Ld id + af
af= Lmif

Voltage

Speed

PMSM
Dynamic Model

Current

Load Torque

Where: Lm is the mutual inductance between stator and
rootorwindings;r: Electrical velocity of the rotor; af :Flux
linkage due to rotor; ρ (af) = 0, af = Lmifr; ρ : Operator.

Fig.4- Model Block of PMSM Dynamic

IV PMSM TORQUE EQUATIONS
A more detailed model [44-46] is providedin Fig. 5.

The electromagnetic torque is given by:
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The electromechanical power is given by

Fig.5- Detailed Model of PMSM

Pem = rmTe = (3/2) r( diq – q id )

(7)

r = (P/2) rm

(8)

VI PMSM CURRENT CONTROL

Where: P is the number of poles and rmthe mechanical velocity of the rotor.
Therefore, the torque can be written as

Te 

3P
(af iq  ( Ld  Lq )iq id )
22

(9)

Where, the first term of equation (9) presents the magnet
alignmentand the second term presents the torque reluctance.
The general mechanical equation for the motor is written as
Te = Tl + Td + B rm + J ρrm

(10)

Where: B: Viscous frictions coefficient; J: Inertia of the shaft
and load system; Td: Dry friction; Tl: Load torque

V PMSM DYNAMIC SIMULATION
The dynamic simulation presented in this paper was performed using Simulinkin MATLAB package.A PMSM block
is shown in Fig. 4where the voltage and load torque are presented as inputswhile the motorspeed and current are presented as outputs.

High-performance drives utilize control strategies which
develop command signals for the AC machine currents.
ngCurrent controlseliminate stator dynamics (effects of stator resistance, stator inductance, and induced EMF) and
thus, to the extent that the current regulator functions as an
ideal current supply, the order of the ystemcan significantly
be reduced. However, AC current regulators which form the
inner loop of the drive system are complex since both amplitude and phase shift of the stator currents must be controlled.
They must provide minimum steady-state error and also
require the widest bandwidth in the system. Both current
source inverters (CSI) and voltage source inverters (VSI)
can be operated in controlled current modes. PWM current
controllers [47] are widely used since they can generate a
control scheme based on comparing a triangular carrier
wave of desired switching frequency to the error of the controlled signal. The error is the difference between the reference signal generated in the controller and the actual motor
current. If the error command is above the triangle waveform, theVSI leg is held switched to the positive polarity
(upper switch on). Contrarily, if the error command is below
the triangle waveform, the inverter leg is switched to the
negative polarity (lower switch on). In this study, a PWM
current controller is used with generated signals as shown in
Fig. 6.
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B Flux-weakening Operation

Current Error

Saw Tooth
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Fig.6- PWM Current Controller

VI I PMSM FIELD ORIENTED CONTROL
A PMSM field oriented or vector control is derived from the
machine dynamic model and it is based on the decoupling of
the torque components. The 3-phase currents flown in the
stator windings can be transformed to the rotor reference
frame using Park’s transformationas follow:
ia  I s sin(r t   )

(11)

iq

  tan 1 ( )

Since torque is a function of iqcuyrrent, the torque will also
be reduced. The generated reference signals are used by the
current controller to drive the inverter and the load torque
given by equation (17) can be adjusted for different reference speeds ωr

Tl  Te ( rated) (

Where α is the angle between the rotor field and stator current; ωr is the electrical rotor speed.
In the rotor reference frame, the q- axis current (iq) and the d
-axis current (id) are usually constant since α is fixed for a
given load torque. Under this condition, iq and id are called
respectively the torque and flux producingcomponents of the
stator current. They can be written as:

 iq 
 sin  
   I s 

i 
cos



 d

(12)

And, the electromagnetic torque is given by:

Te 

3P 1
[ ( Ld  Lq ) I s2 sin 2  af I s sin  ]
22 2

(13)

The field oriented or vector control can be utilized under
two modes of operation:

 rated
)
r

(17)

VIII IMPLEMETINGSPEED CONTROL LOOP
The precise control of speed and position is required in
many applicationssuch as in robotics and factory automation.A typical control system consists of a speed feedback
system, a motor, an inverter, a controller, and a speed setting
device. A properly designed feedback controller makes the
system insensible to disturbance and changes of the parameters. Closed-Loop control systems have fast responsebut
areexpensives due to the need of feed back components such
as speed sensors. A block diagram of atypical PMSM drive
system with a full speed range is shown in Fig. 7. The system consists of a motor, an inverter, a controller (constantflux and flux-weakening operation, and reference signals)
 ref 

PI

s

Iabc
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r

A Constant Flux Operation
In this mode of operation, it is possible to produce maximum torque by setting angle α in equation (12) to 90º
which makes id zero and iq equals to Is. Therefore, torque
equation (13) can be rewritten as a function of the motor
current:
Te  k t .I q
(14)

3 P
k t  ( )( ) af
2 2
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Flux weakening is the process of reducing the flux in the daxiswhich yieldshigher speed range. The weakening of the
field flux is required for operation above the rated speed or
base frequency. Under this mode, the motor drive is operated at a constant voltage over frequency (V/F) ratio which
results in a reduction of the torque proportional to the
change in the frequency. Under this condition, the motor
operates in the constant power region [48]. When permanent
magnets are used, flux-weakening is achieved by increasing
the negative id current and using armature reaction to reduce
the air-gap flux [49]. The torque can be varied by altering
the angle between the stator MMF and the rotor d-axis. In
the flux weakening region where ωr>ωrated, it is possible to
change the value of α by adjusting id and iqasshown below
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Fig.7- Block Diagram for original drive system
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s

The equivalent cuircuitof an inverterused forPMSM speed
drive is provided in Fig. 11.
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Position
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Fig.8- Block Diagram for Sensorless drive system
A PMSM speed Sensorless drive system is shown in Fig. 8
in which the speed sensor is replaced by a postion estimation
and its derivative.
Speed controller calculates the difference between the reference speed and the actual speed producing an errorwhich is
fed to the PI controller. PI controllers are widely used for
motion control systems. They consist of a proportional gain
that produces an output proportional to the input error and
an integration to eliminate the steady state error due to a step
input. A block diagram for a typical PI controller is shown in
Fig. 9.
Fig. 11- Inverter-motor equivalent circuit
The motor voltages provided by the inverter are equivalent
to a 3-phase voltage source [50,51] that can be written with
a modified expression as:
v ao (t)  v an (t) - v on (t)
(19)
v (t)  v (t) - v (t)
bo

bn

on

v co (t)  v cn (t) - v on (t)

Fig. 9- Block Diagram of a PI Controller

Motor speed controllers consist of an inner loop for the current and an outer loop for the speed. Depending on the response of the system, the current loop is at least 10 times
faster than the speed loop. The current control is performed
by the comparison of the reference currents with the actual
motor currents. A simplified control system may be obtained
by setting the gain of the current loop to unity as displayed
in Fig. 10.

For a star connected system, the following relationship must
be satisfied at all time:
v ao  v bo  v co  0
(20)
Using equations (19) and (20), the null voltage is derived as:
v on  (v an  v bn  v cn )/3
(21)
The phase voltages collected at the inverter leg are a function of the dc source and the switching time (da,db,dc) as
follows:

v an  Vdc . da
v bn  Vdc . db

(22)

v cn  Vdc . dc
From which the line voltages can be derived as:

v ab  Vdc . ( da - db )
v bc  Vdc . ( db - dc )

Fig.10- Simplified Speed Controller Block Diagram

VIII INVERTER-MOTOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

v ca  Vdc . ( dc - da )
(23)
With futher derivation, the phase voltages can be written as:
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v a  Vdc . ( da - (da  db  dc) / 3 )
v b  Vdc . ( db - (da  db  dc) / 3 )

(24)

v c  Vdc . ( dc - (da  db  dc) / 3 )

2.P



. sin( ).Vsn

P



(30)

where

cos r 
  0m   0m sin  r 
0


The dc-link voltage Vdc,may be obtained using Vsn (maximum phase voltage) as follow [52]:

v dc 



  0s  L 0s . i  0s    0m



(25)

(31)

Where Vsn: peak amplitude of phase voltage
IX OBSERVER FOR SPEEDESTIMATION
A postion-sensorlessPMSM drive makes use of an observer
instead of a sensor or encoder to estimate the speed of the
motor. This concept is based on the two-axis theory to derive
an equivalent quadrature-phase model to represent the threephase machine. In fact, the d-axis and q-axis currents are
related to the actual three-phase stator currents by the following transformation:




i  0s  Tabc 0. i abcs

Furthermore, the induced back EMF in the windings of the
fictitious quadrature-phase machine can be written as a function of the flux linkages and rotor position (angle) as:

e 
sin  r 
e s   s   r m 

cos r 
es 



(32)

Finally, the stator Iabccurrents can readily be obtained from
the Idq0currents by the following reverse transformation:

(26)
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1

Iq

cos ( 120) sin ( 120)

1

Id

cos ( 120) sin ( 120)

1

I0

Where

Ib
(27)

Ic

=

(33)
Conversion to the new stationary (α-β) frame is also known
as Clark Transformation (insert referenc here). Similarly,
voltage (Ѵ)and flux linkage (λ)can also be transfered from
(a-b-c) frame to (α-β) frame by the following transformations:



v  0s  r 0s . i  0s  p.  0s
(28)
where



v  0s  vs vs v0s 





T

T



i  0s  is is i0s 







  0s  s s 0s 





(29)
T

X SIMULINK SIMULATION OF PMSM DRIVE
Simulink was chosen from several simulation tools because
of its flexibility in working with analog and digital devices.
The PMSM drive systempresented in this paper was made of
several block diagrams as shown in the following figures
using Sumilinkand then connected together to build the
whole system. For instance, Idq0 to Iabcreverse transformation
block is shown in Fig 12, the vector control reference current block with PI speed controller depicted in Fig.13, the
voltage source inverter shown in Fig. 14, and the sensorless
rotor position estimation block is given in Fig 16. The block
diagram for the complete PMSM drive system is presented
in Fig. 17.For simulation purposes, the voltages are assumed
to be the system inputs and the current are the outputs. Clark
Transformation blocks with the flux linkages block were
simulated to estimate the rotor position and Parks transformation were used for converting Vabc to Vdqo.Also as shown,
vector control requires a block for the calculation of the reference current using angle α, rotor position, and the magnitude of current Is.Inverter action is implemented using reference currents to generate the gate pulses for the IGBTs.

Thflux linkage is transformed as
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XI SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results of the PMSM drive systemusing the proposed PWM current control scheme are presented in this
section. The motor wasruninconstant-torque modebelow its
rated speed (what is it?) and in flux-weakening modeabove
rated speed.Currents, torques, and speeds were all plotted
under these two operation modes. Simulation results are
given at motor speeds of 2000 rpm and 2400 rpm respectively.As shown in Fig 18 and Fig 26, the motor speed reached
the desired spe levels in less than .01s with all oscillation
died out within .02s. The steady state error due to a step input (reference speed voltage) was shown to be zero.
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Fig.18- Motor Speed vs time at 2000 rpm

Fig. 15- PWM current controller block
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Fig 24- Speed Error vs time at 2000 rpm
Phase (a) Inverter
Voltage (V)

Fig.19 - IabcCurrents vstime at 2000 rpm

Time (Sec)

Fig. 20-IdqCurrents vstime at 2000 rpm
Fig 25 - Phase (a) Voltage vs time at 2000 rpm
Torque (N.m)

Reference currentsobtained by this type of control are shown
in Fig 22 and 30. Phase (a) inverter pulse, speed, error, and
inverter phase (a) voltage for 2000 rpm speed are presented
in Fig 23, 24 and 25respectively. And those for 2400 rpm
speed are displayed in Fig 30, 31, and 32.

Iabc Reference (Amp)

The 3-phase Iabccurrents drawn by the motor and obtained by
Park's reverse transformationare shown for the two speeds in
Fig 19 and 27 respectively. The corresponding Idqcurrentsare
dispayedin Fig. 20 and 28 in which the value of id in Fig 20
is zero since field oriented control is used. The torqueses
developed by the motor were also shown in Fig. 21 and 29
where thestarting torque is almosttwice the steady state or
rated torque value.

Time (Sec)

Fig 26- Motor Speed vs time at 2400 rpm

Iabc Currents (Amp.)

Fig.21- Torque vs time at 2000 rpm

Speed (rpm)

Time (Sec)

Time (Sec)

Fig 27- IabcCurrents vstime at 2400 rpm
Idq Currents (Amp.)

Time (Sec)

Inverter Phase (a) Pulses

Fig 22- Iabc Reference Currents vstime at 2000 rpm

Iq
Id
Time (Sec)

Time (Sec)

Fig23- Inverter Phase (a) Pulses vs time at 2000 rpm

Fig 28-IdqCurrents vs time at 2400 rpm
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Elect. Torque (N.m)

agerange.Furthermore, the negative effect ofthe pure feedback control could be avoided by torquesetpoint rate limitation which is necessary to limit increase in acceleration anyway.

V CONCLUSION
Although a conclusion may review the main points of the
paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or
suggest applications and extensions. Authors are strongly
encouraged not to call out multiple figures or tables in the
conclusion—these should be referenced in the body of the
paper.

Time (Sec)

Reference Currents
(Amp.)

Fig. 29- Torque vs time at 2400 rpm
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